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Abstract

Originally, code clone detection technique was developed for investigating duplicated code in a single software system or between two or three ones. If it can be applied to a large amount set of software systems, we should identify useful duplicate in it. This paper describes how we are going to scale up code clone detection technique for handling many software systems.

1 Introduction and Motivation

Recently, code clone detection technique attracts much attention. A code clone is a code fragment having code fragments identical or similar to it in the source code. It is widely accepted that automated code clone detection can help software development and maintenance. For example, in the debug process, code clone detection prevent us from overlooking some of code fragments simultaneously.

Originally, code clone detection technique was developed for investigating duplicated code in a single software system, or catching plagiarism between two or three software systems. But, applying code clone detection technique to a large set of software systems should be able to detect useful duplication in it.

However, there is a big problem in applying code clone detection technique to a large set of software systems; existing detection technique is for a few software systems; the scalability of it is not enough to handle a large set. We need to handle several hundred software systems (or several billion lines of code) all together.

In order to satisfy this requirement, we are trying to applying existing code clone detection technique in grid environment. We have already implemented D-CCFinder, which is a code clone detection system in a distributed environment [2], and have conducted case studies on a large set of software systems [1]. But, we believe that using grid environment can achieve more ease of use, more portability, and more scalability.

2 Code Clone Detection in Grid Environment

In grid environment, there are two kinds of nodes, master and slave.

Master node: master node divides the target software systems into small sets. Then, it assigns each small set to slave nodes until no small set remains. Also, master node receives code clone detection results from each slave node, and merge them as a single result.

Slave node: slave node receives a small set from the master node. Then, it detects code clones in it by using existing code clone detection technique. The detection result is returned to the master node. After returning the result, the slave node received another small set.

In order to run this system fast, we need a method to merge slave node’s detection results efficiently.

3 Assumed Applications

At present, we are developing a system running on grid environment, and so have no case study. The remainder of this section describes some assumed applications of our developing tool.

3.1 Creating useful libraries

It may be possible that a single software development department the same kinds of functions in different projects. If we could identify duplicated functions between different project’s source code developed by a department, the duplicated functions may be able to be useful libraries for the department. Creating useful libraries can prevent the department from writing the
same kinds of code in the future, and can reduce the development cost.

3.2 Catching source code licensing violations

Code clone detection from a large set of software systems is used for catching source code licensing violations. For example, if we write source code based on GPL’ed software, the source code must be licensed with GPL. If many code clones are detected between GPL’ed source code and non-GPL’ed source code, non-GPL’ed source code may violate source code licensing.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we describes code clone detection on grid environment for handling a large set of software systems and also discussed its assumed applications.
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